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C A S E S T U D Y

Authorization denial reversed by reaching 
out to payor’s Provider Representative

About
A patient in a 5-hospital system in Arizona had been receiving authorized and 

covered infusion therapy for months. Although multiple authorizations had been 

issued by the payor during the patient’s course of care, two treatments occurred 

during a brief lapse in authorized service dates and were denied for no 

authorization.

Challenge
Titan auditors initially followed the payor’s documented reconsideration and appeals 

process and attempted to obtain retroactive authorization for the denied dates of 

service. The payor repeatedly refused to issue the additional authorization and the 

claim denial was upheld.

Solution
Titan Health ultimately escalated the issue by reaching out to the payor’s Provider 

Representative. We explained to the representative that the payor had clearly 

established the treatment as a covered service, paying for the costly infusions both prior 

to and after the denied service dates. Medical necessity wasn’t the issue; an 

authorization had simply and mistakenly lapsed. In the spirit of compromise and to 

preserve an amicable working relationship, the auditor asked the representative to 

advocate on behalf of the contracted facility and get the authorization updated. 

Result
The Provider Representative was successful in getting the payor to issue a retroactive 

authorization and overturn the previous denials. This resulted in the hospital collecting 

$173K for the two previously denied dates of service.

"Don’t give up on 
authorization denials.
Instead, explain why 
the services are 
medically necessary 
and how recurring 
authorization can be 
easily overlooked when 
scheduling patients for 
their next visits. If the 
provider is contracted, 
we will cite ‘in the spirit 
of compromise’ and 
often get good results.”

Nicole Helfrich
Client Delivery Manager
Titan Health

Titan Health’s consultative approach toward revenue management 

provides customized solutions rooted in urgency and innovation, 

powered by a blend of technology and deep auditor experience.

For more information, visit
Titan-Health.com


